How Marsh & McLennan Strategically Invests in Its Finance Team
The CFO of Marsh & McLennan Companies knew that more strategic, all-encompassing training would benefit his team.

How the Beige Book Can Help FP&A Pros
The Fed's "Beige Book" might show FP&A practitioners how to use analytics to extract insights from mountains of data.

How Effective is Data Visualization?
Are we presenting information in a way that enables decision-makers to absorb the key points and make better decisions?

AI and FP&A: Perfect Together?
Chris Octege, finance manager for Enwave North America, discusses the future of FP&A and artificial intelligence.

WORK THE WAY YOU THINK
Intuitive budgeting, planning and forecasting with the tool you know and love.
Meet Vena.
Learn more at venasolutions.com.

YOU'RE NOT A NUMBER CRUNCHER, YOU'RE A NUMBER INTERPRETER
Make sure people know the difference by distinguishing yourself with the Certified Corporate FP&A Professional credential.

FOCUS ON THE STRATEGIC WITH A SELF-CORRECTING TEAM
Executive coach and BreakThrough keynote Sarah Levitt explains the steps you can take to create an efficient team. See what tips she has and dive in deeper at BreakThrough.

Learn More